A new calibration method for Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) of Strapdown Inertial Navigation Systems was presented. IMU has been composed of accelerometers, gyroscopes and a circuit of signal processing. Normally, a rate transfer test and multi-position tests are using for IMU calibration. The new calibration method is based on whole angle rotation or finite rotation. In fact it's suggested to turn over IMU around three axes simultaneously. In order to solve the equation of calibration, it is necessary to provide an equality of a rank of basic matrix into degree of basic matrix. The results of simulated IMU data presented to demonstrate the performance of the new calibration method.
Introduction
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is a base for developing of Strapdown Inertial Navigation Systems. Each one IMU consist at least three accelerometers and three gyroscopes.
Normally, accelerometers and gyroscopes should go via autonomous testing before they will be assembled to IMU. But it is very important to determinate their features and parameters in whole IMU, because output signals of accelerometers and gyroscopes would be tied to IMU's frame. Therefore IMU calibration is an integral stage of his preparing to work or alignment of the Inertial Navigation System (INS). The calibration is a determination of IMU parameters or his errors for further using or compensation during INS's working.
Usually the IMU calibration is going on by multi-position tests [1] [2] [3] for sets of accelerometers, using a precision dividing head. This equipment has a setting accuracy near one second of arc, enables the sensitive axis of an accelerometer rotate with respect to the gravity vector. For calibration of a set of accelerometers it is need to measure output signals, at first to turn the them around ox axis, then to reinstall the set of accelerometers for to measure of output signals by turning around oy axis, and finally to repeat the procedure to measure of output signals by turning around oz axis. Frankly speaking such technology is an artificial case. Actually the vehicle or body turns for whole angle rotation or finite rotation, which is a result of turnings around two or three axes.
For the gyroscopes calibration in IMU by rate transfer tests it is using rate table (precision turntable). During the transfer test the IMU is mounted on the turntable at first with one sensitive axis. For example, axis ox is parallel to the axis of rotation of the rate table and rate table is stepped through a series of angular rates ω xi starting at zero by recording data at each stage. Such test repeated for rotation around axis oy with angular rates ω yi and, finally, for rotation around axis oz with angular rates ω zi , i -the number of tests. Need to mark that such method is required a lot of time and at real life the vehicle or body is rotates around the each one of rotation axes.
There are some methods for estimation and compensation of sensors output signal noises. Most known is Kalman filter, used in [4] [5] [6] [7] . For estimation of noise features were used Allan variance methods and some time -Wavelet transform [8] . Also, it is well known of using of fuzzy logic techniques [9] and neural networks [10, 11] .
There is the scalar method of IMU calibration used for gyroscopes and accelerometers [12, 13] , based on a scalar reference input motion. For the gyroscopes in the Earth's gravitational field such scalar value is the rotation rate Ω, and for accelerometers -the value of gravity vector g.
In this paper was suggested to use a new method of 3D-calibration. The new calibration method based on whole angle rotation. In fact it is suggests to turn over IMU around three axes simultaneously. 
Calibration of IMU's set of axial accelerometers
where B ax , B ay , B az -g -independent bias, a x , a y , a z -accelerations acting along the x, y and z axes of the sensor respectively, n ax , n ay , n az -zero-mean random biases or output measurements noises, Oxyz -body frame, 3x3 matrix representing the g -dependent biases induced by accelerations a x , a y , a z , k 11 , k 22 , k 33 -scale-factor coefficients of accelerometers, another one coefficients of the matrix are cross-coupling coefficients.
For reducing noises of output measurements we will average output signals during 100 seconds. Therefore in the future we will ignore of n ax , n ay , n az value. Let's write the expression (1) 
We will do a set of testing measurements, which are undertaken multi-position tests for turn angles α, β, γ around three axes simultaneously with exact step of turn ( Normally the precision dividing head is using for calibration of accelerometers. But in this case, when IMU is turning around three axes simultaneously or whole angle rotation or finite rotation, the three-axes turntable is used instead a typical precision dividing head.
Let's represent output signal of first accelerometer: 1-st measurement: Above set of equations we can represent in matrix form for first, second and third accelerometers: -biases of each one gyroscopes, which may be depends from g and g 2 -drifts, ω x , ω y , ω z -turn rates, acting along the x, y and z axes of the sensor respectively, n ωx , n ωy , n ωz -zeromean random biases or output measurements noises, 3x3 matrix representing the biases induced by ω x , ω y , ω z , n 11 , n 22 , n 33 -scale-factor coefficients of gyroscopes, another one coefficients of the matrix are cross-coupling coefficients.
It's known [1] , that g and g 2 dependent biases are usually insignificant in optical sensors such as fiber optic and ring laser gyroscopes.
Consider a calibration such optical sensors when IMU turns around three axes simultaneously. When the set of n-measurements will be done with turn rates ω xi , ω yi , ω zi and after averaging of output signals during 100 seconds we will have a new matrix 'equation of calibration':
(5) where Thus, as a result of measuring (5) and calculations (6) it is succeeded to get estimations of the gyro's biases and elements of the matrix 3×3.
Conclusions
A new calibration method for IMU of Strapdown Inertial Navigation Systems was suggested. The new calibration method is based on whole angle rotation or finite rotation. In fact it is suggested to turn over Inertial Measurement Unit around three axes simultaneously. In order to solve the equation of calibration, it is necessary to provide an equality of a rank of basic matrix to degree of basic matrix. The results of simulated IMU data are presented to demonstrate the performance of the new calibration method.
